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Latest News




	




Inside Arthur’s Legend

Take a journey with Dr. Verlyn Flieger as she tracks the legendary yet mysterious King Arthur through 1500 years during which his story moved from history to folklore to romance to tragedy.  Students in this Signum University course will encounter many Arthurs and many — even conflicting — versions of his story along the way. Learn more about The… 


April 16, 2012

Read more: Inside Arthur’s Legend










	




Learn Latin at Signum

Join Dr. Philip Walsh for Elementary Latin I, an intensive course designed to introduce you to the basic elements of the Latin language. This online course will emphasize the fundamentals of grammar, vocabulary, and reading comprehension – in other words, all of the tools necessary to develop a sound reading proficiency in Latin. Learn more about Elementary Latin… 


April 16, 2012

Read more: Learn Latin at Signum










	




A Note on Signum Staff

Just a bit of a programming note to ensure we are all on the same page: The Signum University and Mythgard Institute staff is here to ensure the best possible experience for all current – and future – students.  The staff works diligently to create programming and maintain resources for all of our diverse clients,… 


April 1, 2012

Read more: A Note on Signum Staff










	




In Case You Missed It

President Olsen gave an address to the current student body of Mythgard Institute to announce the launch of its sister school, Signum University a few days ago. Since you are here on Signum’s site, we thought you might like to take a look at the video recording to get a sense of some of the… 


March 27, 2012

Read more: In Case You Missed It










	




A Hearty Hello to Mythgard

Greetings, Mythgard Institute students, and welcome to the newly launched Signum University website!  We are so happy to have you here so you can check out everything Signum has to offer.  Well, almost everything:  we’ve got a lot more in the works.  So pardon our dust (and don’t trip over any building materials) while we… 


March 15, 2012

Read more: A Hearty Hello to Mythgard
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Signum University is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit educational institution dedicated to making affordable online education available to all. 

Mailing Address: 1 Hardy Rd #389 / Bedford, NH 03110 / United States of America


Contact Us: [email protected] | 
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